6th Grade Supply List 2016 – 2017

- **STUDENT SUPPLIES (student keeps and replenishes when needed):**
  - 1 three ring 1 or 1-1/2-inch floppy binder to keep loose-leaf paper in
  - Loose leaf paper (wide) – replace as needed
  - 7 – 2 pocket **durable plastic** folders for EACH Subject (blue, red, green, purple, black, yellow, orange)
  - 6 Composition Notebooks (2 red Math, 2 yellow Science, 1 blue Writing, 1 black Reading)
  - 2- 100 pg spirals (green World Lang, purple Social Stu)
  - Graph paper (keep in 3 in binder) or graph notebook
  - 3 Sharpened/Mechanical Pencils per day – preferably 1.3 mm (needed for math)
  - Colored Pencils – 24 eraser tops
  - 2 pack Black/blue pens
  - 3 Red pens
  - 2 highlighters (yellow or orange)
  - Cloth Pencil Case – no pencil boxes
  - Flash Drive
  - 3 glue sticks (keep 1, 2 turn into Math/Science teacher)
  - 1 pair scissors
  - 3 rolls scotch tape (keep 1, turn 2 into Math/Science teacher)
  - Protractor w a ruler straight edge (metric cm included)
  - Calculator – TI30X - $15 etch in your name!
  - earbuds to be used with Chromebooks in school

- **COMMUNITY SUPPLIES (turn in to homeroom/subject teacher):**
  - 10 Dry Erase Markers-black
  - 2 Large Boxes of facial Tissues/Kleenex
  - 2 Rolls of Paper Towels (1 to homeroom, 1 to Science teacher)
  - 2 Container of Clorox Wet Wipes (1 to homeroom, 1 to Science)
  - 1 bottle hand sanitizer (Reading teacher)
  - 3 packs of post-it notes
  - Ziplock Bags: *Last name A-L please bring a box of gallon size bags,*
    *Last names M-Z please bring a box of quart size bags*
  - 1 ream colored copy paper
  - 1 ream of white copy paper
  - 1 ream of colored cardstock
PLEASE Label Notebooks and Folders BEFORE school begins

Please label each item. Place label on the upper right hand corner of item:

- Blue Folder: Child’s Full Name, Reading
- Black Composition Notebook – Child’s Full Name, Reading
- Blue Composition Notebook: Child’s Full Name, Writing
- Red Folder: Child’s Full Name, Math
- Red Composition Notebook: Child’s Full Name, Math
- Purple Folder: Child’s Full Name, Social Studies
- Purple Spiral: Child’s Full Name, Social Studies
- Yellow Folder: Child’s Full Name, Science
- Yellow Composition Notebook: Child’s Full Name, Science
- Green Folder: Child’s Full Name, World Language
- Orange Folder: Child’s Full Name, Library
- Black Folder: Child’s Full Name, Art

Organize Pencil Cases
If students care for their materials, they should last for the whole year. We will only store a few things in their carry around pencil case and keep the extra supplies in the lockers. Please organize the following:

Personal Pencil Case:
- 3 mechanical/sharpened pencils
- 2 black/blue pens
- 1 red pen
- scissors
- 1 glue stick

Locker Pencil Case
- Extra pencils and pens
- Art supplies
Materials List to bring to Classes by Subject/Teacher

GENERAL USE
(Bring to all classes)

• Colored pencils
• Pencil sharpener
• Highlighters (3+ colors)
• Box of washable markers
• Loose-leaf (wide ruled)
• Pens (blue/black and red)
• Glue stick
• Scissors (2” blade or less)
• Pencil case (fabric/plastic)
• Pencils with erasers
  (mechanical/regular)
• Protractor w/ruler
• Post Its

SCIENCE
Paulinski

• 100 pg yellow composition notebook
• Yellow Folder
• Graph paper
• Safety glasses (Dollar store!)

MATH
Paulinski

• 100 pg red composition notebook
• Protractor w/metric ruler
• Safety Compass
• Graph paper
• calculator

SOCIAL STUDIES
Patton

• Spiral notebook purple
• Purple folder
• Pen
• Highlighter

LANGUAGE ARTS
Patton

• Black Composition notebook
• Blue folder
• 1 Writing journal blue composition notebook
• Pen
• Highlighter